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❑ Questions?

1. Scotland’s experience in practice

2. Key issues for SNH

➢ Birds

➢ Peat

➢ Cumulative landscape

➢ Wild land

➢ Larger turbines, repowering 

& lighting





National natural 

heritage 

designations



• a non-departmental public body, advising Scottish 

Government

• all aspects of  nature and landscape in Scotland

• statutory adviser – not decision maker

1. SNH remit and role



Our objectives

• High quality nature and landscapes that are resilient 

to change and deliver public value

• Nature and landscapes that make Scotland a better 

place in which to live, work and visit

• More people experiencing, enjoying and valuing our 

nature and landscapes

• Nature and landscapes as assets contributing more 

to the Scottish economy



Supporting renewables

• Why?

➢ climate change greatest threat 

to natural heritage

• Our approach?

➢ seek to guide development to 

best locations

➢ accept change to some 

landscapes, habitats & species

➢ not at any cost



• What we do

➢ engagement - Government, industry, authorities

➢ advice & research

➢ Sharing Good Practice events

➢ extensive guidance on website



Scotland’s current renewables targets

• 2020 – generating 100% of  electricity demand

• 2020 – 1GW community & locally owned

• 2030 - delivering 50% of  total energy consumption

• 2030 – 2GW community & locally owned

• 2050 - CO2 emissions reduced by 80%

[2045 – net zero emissions proposed?]

2. Policy Context



Source: Scottish Government, Energy Statistics Database March 2019





Renewables installed capacity



Source: Scottish Government, Energy Statistics Database March 2019



Target of  c.17,000 MW by 2030

• 10,896 MW installed (2018 Q4)

• 1,300 MW in construction

• 7,200 MW consented

BUT

• Post-subsidy - not all consented schemes 

financially viable

• Old schemes coming to end of  lives

Scotland’s progress



Source: Scottish Government, Energy Statistics Database March 2019



• strong support for renewables – to deliver ambitious 

targets

• BUT … balanced by environmental considerations –

impacts need to be appropriate

“Wind farms should be accommodated where the 
technology can operate efficiently and the 
environmental and cumulative impacts can be 
addressed satisfactorily.” (SPP6)

• decisions made on case by case basis – considering 

the merits and circumstances

Planning Policy approach



3. Spatial planning for onshore wind

• past approaches

• current approach

• capacity / sensitivity studies



SNH’s Strategic Locational Guidance

• H/M/L sensitivity assigned

to designations & interests

• regular updates

• had strong  industry 

support

• informed Development 

Plans



Designated landscapeNon-designated biodiversity



SPP 6 Renewable Energy (2007)

• “wind farms should be accommodated where the 
technology can operate efficiently and environmental 
and cumulative impacts can be addressed 
satisfactorily.”

• Spatial Framework >20MW prepared as supplementary 

planning guidance

➢ broad areas of  search – proposals likely to be 

supported

➢ areas of  significant protection

➢ the rest – applications on their merits against 

criteria 



Stage 2 – Identify other constraints and policy criteria 

• Historic environment. 

• Areas designated for their regional and local natural 

heritage value. 

• Tourism and recreational interests.

• Communities.

• Buffer Zones. 

• Aviation and defence interests.

• Broadcasting installations.2

Stage 1 – Identify areas of significant protection

• International and national natural heritage designations.

• Green Belts.

• Areas where the limits of cumulative impact have been 

reached.

Stage 3 – Refine remaining areas of no significant 

constraints to take account of:

• Other natural heritage interests.

• Project viability.

• Grid capacity issues.

Stage 4 – Identify broad areas of search



Scottish Planning Policy 2010

Part of  Development Plan – for wind farms > 20 MW

• significant protection = national/international 

designation, Green Belt, cumulative

• potential constraints = proposals considered on merits 

against criteria 

• areas of  search = appropriate proposals likely to be 

supported subject to detailed consideration against 

criteria



Scottish Planning Policy 2014

1) Areas excluded

2) Areas of  significant 

protection

3) Areas with potential



“..to deliver 
consistency nationally 
and additional 
constraints should not 
be applied at this 
stage”





Landscape Capacity / Sensitivity studies





Relationship with other assessments

Landscape 

Character 

Assessment
(baseline information)

Sensitivity / 

Capacity 

Studies

Landscape & 

Visual Impact 

Assessment

Increasing level of detail and specificity



Key messages

• Spatial framework complemented by further 

analysis

• Clear distinction between the two

• Aiming for a more consistent approach

• Landscape sensitivity studies should be open to 

consultation, and kept up to date



Questions?


